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ABSTRACT
ANALYSIS OF TRUCK DELAYS
AT CONTAINER TERMINAL SECURITY INSPECTION STATIONS
by
Dae-Gwun Yoon
After September 11, 2001, special attention has been given to the vulnerability at container
transportation to terrorist activities. United States Customs and Border Protection (CBP) has set
up inspection stations for containers at seaport terminals to screen containers, but this practice
affects the truck turnaround time in the seaport by generating additional processing delays.
This dissertation analyses the additional truck turnaround time incurred at the inspection
stations under various levels of security. Queuing models were used to estimate truck delay as
containers are inspected at two successive security inspection stages. Each stage may utilize one
or more inspection equipment. The objective is to determine the number of equipment needed
to keep the total delay at an acceptable level. Homeland security, CBP, seaport terminal officers,
truck and marine carriers may use this research to develop an effective and efficient plan for
handling marine freight and containers.
ANALYSIS OF TRUCK DELAYS
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The globalization of the world economy has led to an increasingly important role of
international transportation and supply chain management. In particular, container
transportation and maritime trade are important parts of international transportation as about 90
percent of the world's cargo moves by container. Each year, about 16 million containers enter
seaport container terminals in the United States. After September 11, 2001, special attention has
been given to the vulnerability of container transportation to terrorist activities. This fact has
made it impossible for the United States to ignore potential terrorists' dangers and threats and
the potential use of dangerous goods such as nuclear and radiological weapons at seaport
container terminals.
As international trade continues to increase, there is greater opportunity for terrorists to
conceal their attack materials within commercial cargo and containers. To provide protection
from these dangerous and dirty materials entering into the U.S., Customs Border Protection
(CBP) developed a five-year Non-Intrusive Inspection (NΙΙ) Technology Plan which received
$134 million of support from the United States Congress in related and supplemental funds.
The plan ranges from sophisticated analytical computer databases to gamma-ray and X-ray
imaging systems, radiation isotope identifiers, explosive detectors, as well as sensors and
cameras located along isolated stretches of the national border.
1
2As the requests of shippers and customers for the timely delivery of international goods
and containers increase, even a little delay in the time needed to inspect international containers
in a security system at a seaport could result in serious economic disadvantage for the U.S.
Therefore, CBP is exploring several measures to minimize the potential costs and delays
including the use of a "Green Lane" which would allow pre-certified containers to pass freely
through the terminal without the need for inspecting them. This approach would reduce truck
turnaround time within the port terminal.
To address the security inspection concerns, the U.S is taking the initiative to provide a
framework for security requirements that daily port operations must meet. These initiatives aim
at moving part of such security efforts overseas, where goods are prepared for shipping into the
US. One such example is the Container Security Initiatives (CSI), implemented by the CBP in
January, 2002. Thirty six of the largest seaports in 2005, in terms of containerized exports to the
US, have implemented bilateral agreements that would permit pre-shipment screening by the
countries involved.
Another security agreement is the Customs-Trade Partnership Against Terrorism (C-
TPAT), a voluntary government-business agreement made by importers, exporters, carriers,
brokers and warehouse operators of the supply chain. Under this agreement, customs officers
are stationed overseas to work in foreign ports, thus ensuring the overall security level of
containers from transmarine areas. To participate in these programs, seaports need to add
container inspection processes into the daily terminal operations without interrupting port
productivity.
31.2 Problem Statement
The success of maintaining goods movement through container transportation depends on the
efficient and seamless transfer of containers, which calls for faster transfer and less paper work.
The delay caused by the inspection of containers and documents needs to be minimized, and
thus it is likely that there may be a tendency to resort to tactics for bypassing inspection. It is
unfortunate that some of the measures for enhancing security will be counterproductive for the
efficiency of intermodal freight transportation including truck turnaround time at the seaport
container terminal (Chatter ee, 2003).
Across the United States after September 11, 2001, Customs Border Protection (CBP)
conducted the design, development, testing, and deployment of inspection stations at marine
container terminals. Despite the benefits of the inspection process which inspects containers
entering into the U.S. to protect people and transportation facilities, the process directly affects
the truck turnaround time in a seaport. Truck turnaround time in a seaport container terminal is
a key indicator of the port throughput. Therefore, this additional truck turnaround time caused
by the need for inspection has a direct effect on concerned parties such as shippers, shipping
companies, CBP, and seaport terminal operators. The increase of foreign containers entering the
U.S. has a direct impact on truck turnaround times in the inspection station.
Furthermore, this additional truck turnaround time will rapidly increase during times of
high security levels. The additional truck turnaround time occurring at inspection stations needs
to be further studied to assist all parties involved in international trade in making better
decisions about the design of the inspection station, the number of equipment needed and the
impact due to the use of alternative inspection policies.
4A large number of containers may need to be inspected at more than two stages
especially if the government security level rises. In the first stage, stage 1, the type of
equipment used includes Radiation Isotope Identifiers and/or Portal Monitors, and in the second
stage, stage 2, Large-scale Gamma-ray/X-ray Imaging Systems are used. Truck turnaround time
varies and is a function of several variables including the national and/ or port's security level,
the percentage of containers using the Green Lane, and the size of the staging area. In summary,
1) the seaport inspection station must be integrated into existing terminals to minimize delay, 2)
truck delay will continue to increase as the number of imports increase, 3) there is a lack of
information for terminal operators on the number and placement of inspection equipment, 4)
there has been little research on the impact of the security level and inspection station design on
truck delays, and 5) as more inspections are performed, there is potential for increased delay.
1.3 Research Objectives
This research determines the number of initial lanes and inspection equipment needed of a
seaport terminal inspection station. Truck turnaround time is used as the primary measure to
evaluate the impact of various inspection designs.
The research seeks to develop methodologies to reduce truck turnaround time as a result
of implementing an inspection station and by so doing assist terminal operations. To assist the
terminal operator in deciding whether or not additional inspection equipment are needed and if
needed how many should be provided, this research uses queuing theory to explain the
relationship between the number of inspection equipment and truck turnaround time. In
addition, this research develops a framework from which the Green Lane system can be
designed to allow free passage of pre-certified containers.
5In summary, this research does the following:
1. Demonstrates the impact of new security measures on seaport container terminal
operations.
2. Models terminal operations at inspection stations to better understand the impact of
the inspection measures on port efficiency.
3. Using queuing theory, determines the number of inspection equipment needed to keep
shorter than a given target truck turnaround time.
4. Uses the model developed to analyze the impact of national security levels, the extent
of "Green Lane", and container inspection staging on truck turnaround time.
5. Provides recommendations on the inspection procedures that keep delays at seaport




This literature review provides background information on seaport container terminal
operations, container security measures and container inspection procedures, and a review of
previous studies dealing with seaport security and truck turnaround time. An understanding of
these operations of a container terminal is necessary before discussing the remaining chapters.
2.2 Terminal Structure and Handling Equipment
To understand the operation of the seaport container terminal, a discussion of the terminal
structure and the handling equipment is provided.
2.2.1 Terminal Structure
When a container vessel arrives at a seaport, the vessel is berthed based on the availability of
cranes to load and unload containers. Unloaded containers are carried to one location of the
yard as close as possible to the unloading area before they can be transported to a second
location. Containers arriving by truck from inland at the terminal are handled within the
terminal by the internal equipment and delivered to the export yard near to the vessel (Liu et al.,
2002). Figure 1.1 shows the general layout of a typical container terminal.
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Truck turnaround time is the time spent by a truck in the terminal area from gate-in to
gate-out for picking and/or dropping a container. Ravichaiidran (2005) stated that the
turnaround time includes the time from the arrival, loading of material, inspecting a truck, and
completion of commercial formalities. The time in a seaport container terminal is an important
indicator of the port terminal efficiency. The truck turnaround time also directly affects the
freight carrier's profits.
2.2.2 Handling Equipment
Handling equipment of a seaport container terminal consists of two parts including cranes and
transport vehicles. There are two types of equipment; Quay (or Gantry) Cranes are used when
loading and unloading from/to ships. These types of cranes include Single-Trolley Cranes
which travel along the arm of a crane and are equipped with spreaders. Spreaders are specific
devices used to pick up containers. The main trolley moves the container from the ship to a
8platform while a second trolley picks up the container from the platform and moves it to the
shore. The other types of cranes include Yard Cranes including Rail Mounted Gantry Cranes
(RMG) or Rubber Tired Gantries (RTG). RTGs are more flexible in operation while RMGs are
more stable. Over-head Bridge Cranes (OBC) are mounted and fixed on concrete or steel pillars.
The other handling equipment of a seaport container terminal are Transport Vehicles
including Automatic Guided Vehicles (AGV). AGVs are passive vehicles in a sense that they
are not able to lift containers by themselves. Loading and unloading of these vehicles is done by
cranes, either quay cranes or yard cranes, and Straddle Carriers (SC). SCs are active vehicles in
a fact that they are able to lift containers by themselves. Also SCs not only transport containers,
but are also able to stack containers in the yard (Steenken et al., 2004).
2.3 International Agreements and Initiatives
There are four processes for insuring the integrity of a container. 1) collecting advance cargo
information to identify high-risk containers; 2) establishing an efficient pre-screen system at
loading ports; 3) ensuring the integrity and security of containers during their trip to the final
destination; and 4) expanding container inspection at destinations. To performing these
processes efficiency, the United States government and the private sector have recently set up
several container security programs such as the container security initiative (CSI), a customs-
trade partnership against terrorism (C-TPAT), and adopted other container security
technologies. The following describes these security programs.
92.3.1 Container Security Initiative (CSI)
CSI is a bilateral agreement between the United States customs and foreign customs. Once the
CSI agreement is signed, United States Officers, who are dispatched to the origin port, target
and pre-screen US bound cargo containers before they are shipped. As of February 2005, a total
of 45 ports have signed the CSI agreement. By the end of 2006, the number is expected to grow
to 50 ports covering 82 percent of transpacific maritime containerized cargo shipped to the
United States. (US CBP, 2006)
CSI consists of four core elements:
1. Using intelligence and automated information to identify and target containers
that pose a risk for terrorism;
2. Pre-screening those containers that pose a risk at the port of departure before
they arrive at U.S. ports;
3. Using detection technology to quickly pre-screen containers that pose a risk;
and
4. Using smarter, tamper-evident containers which make inspectors alert if the
container was tampered.
Under the CSI program, the screening of containers that pose a risk for terrorism is
accomplished by teams of Customs and Border Protection (CBP) officials deployed to work in
concert with their host nation counterparts (US CBP, 2006). CSI is a deterrent to terrorist
organizations that may seek to target any foreign port. This initiative provides a significant
measure of security for the participating port as well as the United States. CSI will also provide
better security for the global trading system as a whole. If terrorists were to carry out an attack
on a seaport using a container, the maritime trading system would be stopped until seaport
security is improved. Those seaports participating in the CSI will be able to begin handling
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containerized cargo far sooner than other ports that have not taken steps to enhance security. In
short, CSI is an insurance policy against the threat of a terrorist attack (Collins et al., 2005).
2.3.2 Customs-Trade Partnership Against Terrorism (C-TPAT)
C-TPAT is a voluntary government-business initiative to build cooperative relationships that
strengthen and improve overall the international supply chain and U.S. border security. C-
TPAT recognizes that U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) can provide the highest level
of cargo security only through close cooperation with the users of the international supply chain
such as importers, carriers, consolidators, licensed customs brokers, and manufactures. Through
this initiative, CBP is asking businesses to ensure the integrity of their security practices and
communicate and verify the security guidelines of their business partners within the supply
chain (US CBP, 2006). Business types related to the U.S. import supply chain cargo handling
and movement have been enrolled to this C-TPAT and include:
* U.S Importers of record
* U.S./Canada Highway Carriers




* U.S. Marine Port Authority/Terminal Operators
* U.S. Air Freight Consolidators, Ocean Transportation Intermediaries and Non-Vessel
Operating Common Carriers (NVOCC)
* Mexican Manufactures
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* Certain Invited Foreign Manufacturers
* Licensed U.S. Customs Brokers
CBP is responsible for screening all import cargo transactions. Utilizing risk
management principles, C-TPAT seeks to enroll compliant low-risk companies who are directly
responsible for importing, transporting, and coordinating commercial import cargo into the
United States. The goal is to identify compliant trusted import traders who have good supply
chain security procedures and controls to reduce screening of their imported cargo. In turn, this
enables CBP to focus screening efforts on import cargo transactions involving unknown or
high-risk import traders (Keane, 2005). To become a certified C-TPAT participant, a company
must submit two documents to Customs. The first is a signed "Agreement to Voluntarily
Participate". The second is a Security Profile describing the applicant's international trade
operations, facilities and currently existing security processes and procedures covering (a)
facilities security, (b) theft prevention, (c) shipping and receiving controls, (d) information
security controls, (e) internal controls, (f) personnel security procedures and processes, and (g)
requirements for the applicant's service providers (i.e., product suppliers, carriers and
forwarders). CBP created a public-private and international partnership with nearly 5,800
businesses including most of the largest U.S. importers. C-TPAT, CBP and partner companies
are working together to improve baseline security standards for supply chain and container
security. CBP reviews the security practices of not only the company shipping the containers,
but also the companies that provided them with services.
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2.4 Container Security Technologies
There are several container security technologies that are being used by CBP to reduce overall
delay time and to detect high risk containers efficiently. These technologies include a Smart
container, Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), and Automated Targeting System (ATS).
2.4.1 Smart Container
Smart containers are remote real time monitoring systems equipped with a high-security seal or
an electronic seal for detecting whether the door of the container has been opened during
transport. All parties can monitor the container from point of packing to delivery and have
access to information on a real time basis from PC's, Mobile Phones, etc. The information
obtained by manifest and the shipper's notice for the container are condensed at base station on
ship and sent by satellite, and then relayed to a server. Data are analyzed and translated into
meaningful quality information and delivered by internet or e-mail to all parties.
A smart container configured for transporting cargo on a transportation vehicle and a
method for transporting the smart container on the transportation vehicle are disclosed. The
smart container includes a container housing that has an opening for loading and unloading
cargo. The opening can be sealed and unsealed. Within the container housing is at least one
detector for detecting deviations that could be indicative of possible threats (security concerns).
A communications link also exists within the container housing. The communications link is
capable of transmitting the possible threat information to a central cargo data collection location.
For example, the container(s) on a transportation vehicle (e.g., a ship) transmits information
about the container to a central data collector onboard the ship. The central data collector may
then transmit that information off of the ship.
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The Department of Homeland Security and CBP are now pursuing `Smart Container'
projects which are still in the initial stage. Standard requirement and implementation methods
(mandatory regulations, or voluntary programs) have not currently been set up. Α working
group including the CBP, carriers and shippers was established to draft an implementation
guideline.
2.4.2 Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is a generic term for technologies that use radio waves
to automatically identify people or objects. There are several methods of identification, but the
most common is to store a serial number that identifies a person or object, and perhaps other
information, on a microchip that is attached to an antenna. The antenna enables the chip to
transmit the identification information to a reader. The reader converts the radio waves reflected
back from the RFID tag into digital information that can then be passed on to computers that
can make use of it. The most common applications are payment systems, access control and
asset tracking.
Just as radio tunes in to different frequencies to hear different channels, RFID tags and
readers have to be tuned to the same frequency to communicate. RFID systems use many
different frequencies, but generally the most common are low-frequency (around 125 KHz),
high-frequency (13.56 MHz) and ultra-high-frequency or UHF (860-960 MHz). Microwave
(2.45 GHz) is also used in some applications. Radio waves behave differently at different
frequencies, so companies have to choose the right frequency for the right application. Most
countries have assigned the 125 KHz or 134 KHz area of the radio spectrum for low-frequency
systems, and 13.56 MHz is used around the world for high-frequency systems. But UHF RFID
systems have only been around since the mid-1990s, and countries have not agreed on a single
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area of the UHF spectrum for RFID. Europe uses 868 MHz for UHF, while the U.S. uses 915
MHz. Until recently, Japan did not allow any use of the UHF spectrum for RFID, but it is
looking to open up the 960 MHz area for RFID. Many other devices use the UHF spectrum, so
it will take years for all governments to agree on a single UHF band for RFID. Governments
also regulate the power of the readers to limit interference with other devises. Some groups,
such as the Global Commerce Initiative, are trying to encourage governments to agree on
frequencies and output. Tag and reader makers are also trying to develop systems that can work
at more than one frequency, in order to get around the problem.
Increased container security can be achieved through a wide range of technologies, from
increased inspections to systems that incorporate radio frequency identification (RFID) tags
with wireless sensors. RFID is an automatic identification method, relying on storing and
remotely retrieving data using devices called RFID tags or transponders. An RFID tag is a small
object that can be attached into a carton, pallet, or container. RFID tags contain silicon chips
and antennas to enable them to receive and respond to radio frequency queries from an RFID
transceiver. Passive tags require no internal power source, while active tags needs this source.
2.4.3 Automated Targeting System (ATS)
The Automated Targeting System (ATS) is an aggressive, sophisticated expecting technology
that enhances CBP ability to perform narcotics enforcement operations. CBP employs computer
models to review documentation on all arriving containers and helps select or "target" high-risk
containers for physical inspection and/or additional documentary review. This system, referred
to as the automated targeting system, was originally designed to help identify illegal materials
in containers. ATS automatically matches its expecting rules against the manifest and other
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available data for every arriving container, and assigns a level of risk such as low, medium, and
high to each container (US CBP, 2006).
2.5 CBP Advanced Policy
2.5.1 Green Lane
The CBP reported that containers of C-TPAT shippers will be inspected with simple security
processes at the border of the United States or an inspection-free Green Lane can used. This
green lane procedure has not been set up. The benefit of the Green Lane would only come to C-
TPAT members who reach back in their supply chains to ensure security from the point of
origin of goods to the port of entry to the United States (Keane, 2005).
Commissioner Bonner (2005) stated that the CBP will begin the use of a Green Lane
through customs for virtually all US importers' shipments. This would mean "no inspection
upon arrival—immediate release" for trusted shippers that adopt the highest levels of security
controls by C-TPAT. Green Lane benefits are benefits granted by the U.S. government favoring
container cargo that satisfies the following requirements:
• Container stuffed by C-TPAT certified shipper into Smart Container;
• Container originated from CSI port and International Ship and Port Facility Security
Code (ISPS)-certified port;
• Container carried by C-TPAT certified rail/truck/ocean carriers; and
• Container delivered to C-TPAT importer.
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Green Lane benefits strongly show that security factors will be an important aspect of
ocean carrier's competitiveness. Shippers willing to continue doing business with the U.S. will
be induced to use ocean carriers that meet all the necessary conditions for Green Lane benefits.
2.6 Container Inspection Procedure
About 90 percent of all world cargo moves by container. Almost half of the incoming trade
arrives in the United States by sea containers. Nearly 9 million cargo containers arrive and are
offloaded at U.S. seaports each year. Currently, CBP is installing radiation portal monitors at
the borders nationwide to screen all incoming goods, containers, and conveyances.
2.6.1 First and Second Stage
In an inspection station at a port container terminal, all containers entering into the United
States should be inspected in the first stage. First stage involves passive systems including
vapor, trace, radiation detection, and canines. Radiation portal monitors in the first stage are
detection devices that provide Customs and Border Protection (CBP) with a passive, non-
intrusive means to screen trucks and other conveyances for the presence of nuclear and
radiological materials. These systems are capable of detecting various types of radiation
emanating from special nuclear materials, natural sources, and isotopes commonly used in
medicine and industry. The inspection equipment used in the first stage is not imaging systems
that transmit energy and then form an image from that energy. Passive systems read energy
emitted by radioactive sources that happen to pass near it. The system is very similar to a radio
receiver in that it responds to certain types of energy and provides an indication to the operator
of the strength of the energy received. If the container does not pass inspection at the first stage,
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then the container is inspected at the second stage using an active system. Large-scale Gamma-
ray/X-ray Imaging Systems in the second stage separate transmissions whose reflections
generate images of the contents of a cargo container, rail car, vehicle or trailer-truck. CBP
officers analyze these images to determine where there are anomalies associated with the cargo
listed on the manifest. There are 166 systems in use in the U.S, with more to be added (US CBP,
2006).
The Radiation Portal Monitor is a typical first stage detection device that provides CBP with a
passive, non-intrusive means to screen trucks, cargo containers, rail cars, passenger vehicles,
and other conveyances for radiation emanating from nuclear devices, dirty bombs, special
nuclear materials, natural sources, and isotopes commonly used in medicine and industry. There
are more than 473 installed nationwide with plans for continued expansion. CBP installed these
radiation portal monitors nationwide — at seaports, land border ports of entry and crossings,
including rail crossings, international airports, and international mail and express consignment
carrier facilities in an effort to screen 100 percent of all incoming goods, people, and
conveyances for radiation.
Large-scale Gamma-ray/X-ray Imaging Systems are typical second stage devices. CBP officers
analyze the general images to determine where there are anomalies associated with the cargo
listed on the manifest. There are 166 systems in use, with more to be added. Gamma ray/X-ray
imaging should be useful for detection of weapons of mass destruction (either uranium or
plutonium based) in loaded containers, even if shielding is present. With both gamma ray and
high-energy X-ray screening, any attempt to shield a device from the portal monitors will make
it even more easily seen in the image. The speed of this inspection is limited by the flux from
normally available gamma ray sources. About 20 containers per hour can be processed using
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today's gamma ray /X-ray systems. Since the average rate through a large port is several
hundred containers per hour, this approach clearly can only inspect a small fraction of the
containers. Since gamma ray / X-ray systems are commonly used at US ports, this explains why
a small percentage of containers are screened currently.
2.6.2 Inspection Steps
In coordination with the Department of Homeland Security, CBP will be deploying inspection
stations nationwide (international mail and express consignment courier facilities, land border
crossings, seaports, international airports and border rail crossings) in an efYort to screen 100
percent of all incoming goods, containers, and conveyances for radiation (US CBP, 2004).
Inspection stations at the Port Elizabeth terminal in New Jersey consist of two stages.
Inspection using Radiation Isotope Identifiers and/or Portal Monitors constitutes the first stage).
Large-scale Gamma-ray/X-ray Imaging Systems are used in the second stage (Feeney et al.,
2004). All of container inspection procedures used in this research follows this process.
2.7 Seaport Security and Truck Turnaround Time
Much research has been performed on the operation and design of seaport container terminals.
Previous literature related to this research deals with three areas; seaport security, truck
turnaround time and other related issues.
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2.7.1 Seaport Security
Lewis et al. (2003) described an approach for aiding the management of a container
transshipment seaport to decide on the balance between the percentage of containers to undergo
security inspection and the concomitant departure delays of outbound vessels with focusing on
a highly simplified problem formulation by modeling security and efficiency. This problem
formulation considered the following approach for quantifying the impact of security on port
efficiency by using minimum time, denoted as τ(SI , So , S), required to unload inbound
vessels with stow plans SI and load out-bound vessels with stow plans S, assuming that each
container in the set Ss is to undergo a security inspection. It is remarked that determination of
τ(SI , So , SS ) is an unsolved optimization problem on which the research was focused.
Given S, , S0 , and S', , security inspection delay (Δ(SI , So , Ss )) is stated as follows:
Δ(SI , So , Ss) = τ(S1 ,So,Ss)—τ(Sτ,Sο,ø)
where, ø = the null set.
It is assumed that the cumulative distribution function over SI ‚ S0 ,  and Ss is known and
given and I S' I = I So I . This implication can aid a port manager in deciding what percentage of
containers to undergo security inspections.
Hamid et al. (2006) developed a new framework to estimate the expected number of
ships E(S) that are in queue and waiting to be inspected. The new framework is characterized
by two regulatory regimes as two different kinds of queues such as M / Μ / I / U inspection
regime in which I inspectors are used and the upper limit on the maximum number of ships in
(2.1)
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our port is U and a M / M / I / I regime in which the number of inspectors and upper limit on
the maximum number of ships in the port coincide and they are both denoted by the positive
integer I. In this notation, the meaning of the first two Μ is the Poisson arrival process and
exponential distributed service time, respectively.
The expectation of E(S) for Μ / M / I / U regime is actually the sum of two parts
including the expected number of ships that are in queue, waiting to be inspected and the
expected inspection time determined as
where, p = utilization rate, k = number of ships in the system
I = number of inspectors, and
U = the upper limit on the maximum number of ships in the port
where,








The analysis contained in this paper can be extended to several studies. For example, it
is useful to investigate the properties of more general inspection regimes in which ship arrivals
and the service times of inspectors are characterized by general distribution functions. It is also
needed to calculate the optimal number of inspectors as a continuous choice problem.
2.7.2 Truck Turnaround Time
Truck turnaround time is the time it takes a truck to complete a transaction such as picking up
an import container or dropping off a container. Usually, before the inspection station, there are
four activities which can impact the truck turnaround time. These actives include the gate-in
process, yard crane process, inner transport vehicle (AGV or SC) process and gate-out process.
Huynh et al. (2004) addressed two common measures terminal operators are looking at to
reduce the truck turnaround time at seaport container terminals. One is adding yard cranes and
the other is employing a truck appointment system. This study developed methodologies to
assist terminal operators in evaluating and applying the truck turnaround time reducing
measures. To assist terminal operators in deciding whether or not to purchase additional cranes
and to determine the number to purchase, this study developed a methodology to study the
availability of cranes versus truck turnaround time. In addition, this study developed a
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framework which terminal operators could use to optimally run the truck appointment system.
The study sought a solution that was beneficial for both the terminal operator and truckers.
Moreover, the formulation accounted for truckers with appointments showing up late or not
showing up at all.
To study the availability of cranes versus truck turnaround time, the approach taken was
to employ statistical models. The models included multiple regression models, polynomial
regression models, and non-linear in parameter regression models. The non-linear in parameter
model yielded the best fit (i.e. highest R-squared). Through the estimating procedure, it was
identified that truck turnaround time is primarily affected by the ratio of road moves to be
performed to the number of yard cranes available.
2.7.3 Other Related Literature
No published literature on the impact of inspections on seaport container terminals operations
could be found. For this reason, the goal of this research is to estimate the additional truck
turnaround time due to trucks having to be inspected at the seaport container terminal.
One related study developed a literature of truck weigh station model (Fekpe et al.,
1993) to estimate the truck turnaround time based on various weigh station configurations at the
seaport. The other used queuing theory to study the impact of two alternative manpower levels
on the performance of continuously operated permanent weigh scales. The queuing model for
the permanent scale operations represents a classic M / Ek / 1 model. The probability density
function of the Erlang distribution is specified by the rate parameter, R, and the shape
parameter, k. The density function is determined as
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(2.6)
The alternative arrangement of using only one attendant has been demonstrated to have
little effect on truck delays. The queuing model is therefore a M / Ek /1 queue where there is
random arrival and departure (Markovian) with Erlang service distribution and one server. The
average queue length can be determined as
(2.7)
and the expected waiting time in the queue can be derived from Q = λW . The expected queue
length at the permanent weigh scale can be generalized as
(2.8)
The two alternative operating strategies considered are (1) two scale attendants
operating the two scales at the station (two single servers), and (2) one scale attendant operating
both scales at the station (single server with multiple arrivals). The queue length for the latter
case is numerically higher than that of the former case, but in either case there is no queue for
the majority of the time. Furthermore, the average total waiting time per truck, irrespective of




Six base models for the prediction of additional truck turnaround time and determining the
number of inspection equipment at an inspection station are developed and used in this research.
The models include a single M/M/l model (SMM), a multiple M/Mic model (MOM), a single
channel and multiple stages model (MCMSM), and three multiple channel and multiple stages
model (SCMSM) including MCMSM-Single and Multiple, MCMSM-Multiple and Single, and
MCMSM-Multiple and Multiple. Each of the models is used under various layouts, inspection
policies, security levels of the container seaport and government agencies. There are various
critical parameters including the container arrival rate. This arrival rate varies by season, year,
level of security, oil price, trade negotiation, market trend, weather, and other issues. Another
variable is the inspection rate. The inspection rate depends on the type of equipment, number of
equipment, equipment technology, and level of security. The rate of using the Green Lane is
also a critical parameter. This rate is the rate of arrival of containers stuffed by a C-TPAT
certified shipper. The container must have originated from a CSI port and ISPS-certified ports,
container carried by C-TPAT certified rail/truck/ocean carriers, container delivered to C-TPAT
importer, and level of security. Furthermore, this research can provide the additional truck
turnaround time at a container seaport terminal in terms of several of the above variables. The




3.2 Single M/M/1 Model (SMM)
Some container terminals have especially small capacities and utilize a single inspection station.
Therefore, the first analysis used in this research is the study of the inspection station as a
queuing model with a single server. The purpose of a queuing model is to mathematically
analyze waiting lines or queues. All queuing models have three factors including: (1) a random
arrival process (2) a probabilistic service time distribution function, and (3) a deterministic
number of available servers. In the queuing models of this research, the arrival process is the
Poisson process. In this case, the times between successive arrivals of containers are
exponentially distributed. The Poisson arrival process is routinely described by the letter M.
The inspection times are random in terms of the container's risk and security level and the
present inspection time does not affect future inspection time. Hence, in the queuing models of
this research, these services times are exponentially distributed. The letter M is also used to
symbolize the service time distribution functions. Finally, the non-stochastic number of servers
is typically denoted by some positive integer and describes the number of inspection equipment.
In the inspection system, only one container can be served at a server until the inspection is
completely finished. This means that an inspection cannot be made at the same time as another
container is being inspected. Therefore, in this paper, a single M/M/1 model is used for a single
inspection station. It is assumed that containers are served on a first come first served basis, and
assigned to equipment of inspection randomly. The queuing system of this single inspection
station (SMM) can be summarized as shown in Figure 3.1.
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Inspection Station
Figure 3.1 SMM at single inspection station.
where, λ = average container arrival rate
μ = average service rate at inspection station
3.2.1 Arrival Pattern
In the queuing model, the arrival pattern is represented by a probability distribution function in
terms of the number of arrivals in a particular interval of time (number of inter-arrival time),
while the service pattern is represented by a probability distribution function in terms of the
number of units serviced in a particular interval of time.
The Poisson distribution is used to calculate the probability of a specific number of
events occurring in a particular interval of time. The exponential distribution models time
between Poisson events.
The Poisson Law states the following:
1. The probability that one event occurs in time interval [ t, t + Δt ] = λ * Δt . Therefore,
the probability of no arrivals in Δt is 1- λ * Μ .
2. Events are orderly, meaning that more than one event cannot happen at the same
time.
3. The number of events occurring in two non-overlapping intervals is independent.
4. According to (1), the number of events occurring in two equal length intervals is
statistically the same because it is independent of time t.
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It is assumed that a probability distribution for the number of container arrivals in a
particular interval of time at the first stage in this inspection station follows a Poisson
distribution determined as:
(3.1)
where, λ = average container arrival rate; and
x = number of container arrivals.
3.2.2 Inspection Pattern
The inspection time refers to the length of time that a customer spends in the inspection station.
The inspection pattern can be described as a probability distribution in terms of the number of
containers served in a particular interval of time. The inspection rate of µ is exponentially
distributed with a mean rate 1 / μ , because the present inspection rate does not affect future
rates. This exponential distribution is the only continuous distribution having a memoryless
property. Therefore, it can be assumed that a probability distribution for the number of
containers served in a particular interval of time at both the first inspection stage and the second
inspection stage follows an exponential distribution determined as:
(3.2)
where, t = inspection time; and
µ = average inspection rate.
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The probability to complete the inspection within the time interval t is determined as:
(3.3)
As it was previously mentioned, SMM is a queuing model having a Poisson arrival
process and exponential distribution of inspection times. This model has a birth-death process
having a birth rate and death rate as follows:
(3.4)
where, n = number of container trucks in the system
Its flow-rate diagram is shown as follows:
Source: Lee (2006)
Figure 3.2 Flow-rate Diagram for the Process of Customers of SMM
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This diagram shows birth (λ) and death rate (µ) at each state of the inspection process
for containers in a single M/M/1 model. The steady-state probability () of the above birth-




The average number of trucks in the inspection system (L) is as follows:
The average number of trucks in the queue ( L9 ) is:




Average additional truck time at the queue ( ΑTTTq,SMM ) is:
(3.10)
The utilization rate is defined as arrival rate over inspection rate multiply by number of
inspection equipment. If the utilization rate of equipment (ψ) is close to 1 (i.e., the arrival rate
is equal to the service rate), a small increase in the truck arrival rate (or a small decrease in the
inspection rate) will cause the time of average additional truck turnaround time at the inspection
equipment ( ΑTTTq,SMM ) to increase dramatically. Therefore, the number of inspection
equipment will affect significantly truck turnaround time at a container seaport terminal. This
model can also be used at a SCMSM and MCMSM Model with single equipment.
3.3 Multiple M/M/c Model (MMM)
Some container terminals have a single inspection station with multiple inspection equipment.
Therefore, the second analysis considers the inspection station as a queuing model with




Figure 3.3 MMM at Single Inspection Station.
The M/M/c system has a birth-death process having birth and death rates as follows,
λn = λ (n>_0),
	
(3.11)
where, n = number of container trucks in the system
(3.12)




The average number of trucks in the queue (Tq) in the MMM model is:
(3.15)
The average number of trucks in the inspection system (Τ ) in the ΜΜΜ model is:
(3.16)
The average additional truck time in the queue ( ΑTTTq,MMM) in the ΜΜΜ model is:
(3.17)
The average additional truck time at the inspection system (Α ΤΤΤ ) in the ΜΜΜ
model is:
(3.18)
This model can be used at each stage with multiple equipment in the Multiple Channels
and Multiple Stages Model — Single and Multiple (MCMSM-SM), Multiple Channels and
Multiple Stages Model — Multiple and Single (MCMSM-MS), and Multiple Channel and
Multiple Stages Model — Multiple and Multiple (MCMSM-MM).
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3.4 Single Channel and Multiple Stages Model (SCMSM)
Some container seaports have especially high volumes of containers from risky foreign
countries. These containers must pass at a minimum through two inspection stages. The first
stage consists of a passive inspection, while the second stage consists of an active inspection.
Even if each port has different layouts for the stages of the inspection station, a SCMSM can be
applied to the port having multiple stages to analyze the impact of the layout on truck
turnaround time. Truck delays at inspection stations in seaport container terminals are caused
by several factors including the type and number of inspection equipment and the inspection
procedure. This model considers the inspection process as having two stages. During the first
stage, all containers entering into the U.S. should be inspected. During the second stage, some
of containers which failed inspection or unreliable during the first stage need an inspection at
the second stage with an imaging system. The SCMSM is the approach to determine expected
delays for a variety of truck flow rates, service rates and inspection procedures. The delay time
is the additional time required to inspect trucks at each stage of the inspection process. These
additional times are combined for each stage to obtain the additional truck turnaround time due
to inspection. The queuing system of this model can be summarized as shown in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4 Diagram of SCMSM at Inspection Station
where, λ = average container arrival rate
= average service rate at 1st
 Stage
/42 = average service rate at 2 1
 Stage
In this Figure, containers have an arrival rate λ . At the first and second stages the
service rates are μl and μ2 respectively. It is assumed that there is an sufficient waiting area in
both stages.
3.4.1 Departure and Arrival pattern Between Stages
According to Burke (1956) and Reich (1957), the departure (or output) process of an M/M/1
and M/M/c queue follows a Poisson process. This results in a Poisson probability distribution
for the number of container arrivals to the second inspection stage.
3.4.2 Burke's Theorem
If the departure distribution is spilt into half from the first stage of a M/M/1 or M/M/c queue,
the distribution will end up at the next stage of exponential servers with the Poisson arrival rate
halved. Poisson processes may be evenly separated and combined. The sum of two Poison
process (λ1, λ2 ) produce a Poisson process with λ = λ1 + ,?2 . Furthermore, a Poisson process
(λ) may be split into two Poisson processes (λ  , λ2 ) having λ = λ1 + λ2 .
 The Figure below
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shows the departure rate in the SCMSM with the same arrival rate 2 in each stage of the
M/M/ 1 as well as in the exit of the inspection station if the arrival rate is less than inspection
rate at the first stage.
Figure 3.5 Diagram of Departure Rate in SCMSM.
Jackson (1957) developed a product-form solution for the steady-state
probability Ρ(s1 , s2 ) in tandem queues. This solution describes the probability of a specific
number of containers is in the first stage (s 1 ) and a specific number of containers in the second
stage (s2 ) shown in Equation 3.19.
(3.19)
(3.20), (3.21)
According to Jackson's theorem, the numbers of containers at each stage in the SCMSM
are independent of each stage and the following equations apply.
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The average number of trucks at the first stage of the inspection system (T  S ) is:
(3.22)
The average additional truck time at the first stage of the inspection system
(AΤΤT1S,SCΜSM ) first stage is:
(3.23)
The average number of trucks at the second stage of the inspection system (T 2s ) is:
(3.24)
The average additional truck time at the second stage of the inspection system
(ATTT2S,SCMSM) is:
(3.25)
Based on Jackson's theorem, a SCMSM model can be used to analyze the inspection station as
though each stage of the inspection is isolated from all the others.
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Therefore, the total additional truck turnaround time (ATTTSCΜSΜ ) at the inspection system can
be obtained as a sum of the additional truck turnaround time at each stage as follows:
(3.26)
3.5 Multiple Channels and Multiple Stages Model (MCMSM)
One of the objectives of this research is to determine the number of inspection equipment
needed to manage or reduce truck turnaround times at inspection station with multiple channels
and multiple stages (MCMSM). To avoid extremely large truck turnaround times at the
inspection station when the utilization rate is close to 1, Customs Border Protection (CBP)
needs to install sufficient inspection equipment. This dissertation determines how many
additional inspection equipments are needed to reduce truck turnaround time to an acceptable
level. An analysis of the number of container trucks and the resulting truck turnaround time will
be provided as a function of the number of available equipment.
The MCMSM can be divided into three sub-models including MCMSM-Single and
Multiple (MCMSM-SM), MCMSM-Multiple and Single (MCMSM-MS) and MCMSM-
Multiple and Multiple (MCMSM-MM). These sub-models' layouts are shown in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6 Diagram of Queuing Models
In Figure 3.6, the diagram of each model shows either a single stage inspection procedure or a
two stage inspection procedure. The MCMSM-SM is used to determine the expected truck
turnaround time by using one inspection equipment at the first stage and a M/Μ/ 1 queuing
model and multiple equipment at the second stage using a M/M/c queuing model having
identical inspection rates. Conversely, the MCMSM-MS determines the truck turnaround time
by using multiple equipment having identical inspection rates and M/M/c model at the first
stage and one equipment and a Μ/Μ/ 1 model at the second stage for a variety of truck flow
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rates, service rates and a rate of Green Lane usage. The MCMSM-MM uses multiple
equipments for both the first and second stages.
Figure 3.7 shows the formulation for additional truck turnaround times for the SMM,
MMM, SCMSM, MCMSM-SM, MCMSM-MS, and MCMSM-MM models.
Figure 3.7 Formulation of Queuing Models
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The queuing system for these MCMSM models can be summarized as shown in Figures
3.8, 3.9 and 3.10.
Figure 3.8 Diagram of MCMSM-SM at Inspection Station
Where, λ = average container arrival rate
= average inspection rate at first stage
μ2 = average inspection rate at second stage
The MCMSM-SM (Multiple Channel and Multiple Stage Model — Single and Multiple)
includes a SMM (Single M/M/1) queuing model at the first stage and MMM (Multiple M/M/c)
queuing model at the second stage. According to Burke's (1956) departure theorem, the
departure (or output) process from the first stage of an M/M/c queuing system also follows
Poisson process. This means that the probability distribution for the number of arriving
containers in a particular interval of time from the first stage to the second stage in this
inspection station follows a Poisson distribution with an arrival rate of λ , if the arrival rate is
less than the inspection rate.
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Figure 3.9 Diagram of MCMSM-MS at Inspection Station.
The MCMSM-MS model includes a multiple M/M/c Model at the first stage and a
single Μ/Μ/1 model at the second stage.
Figure 3.10 Diagram of MCMSM-MM at Inspection Station.
The MCMSM-MM model includes a multiple M/M/c model at both the first and second
stages. Based on Jackson's (1957) theorem, the number of containers at each stage in the
MCMSM is independent of each other. The following equations describe the Multiple Channel
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and Multiple Stage Model — Multiple and Single (MCMSM — MS) and Multiple Channel and
Multiple Stage Model — Multiple and Multiple (MCMSM — MM).
The average number of trucks in the queue (T, β) of the first stage of the MCMSM-MS
(3.27)
The average number of trucks in the inspection system (T  S,MCMSM) in the first stage of
the MCMSM-MS and MCMSM-MM is as follows:
(3.28)
The average truck time at the queue (ΑTTT1sq,MCMSM) of the first stage of the MCMSM-
MSG and MCMSM-MM is as follows:
(3.29)
The average truck time in the inspection system (A ΤΤT1s,MCMSM) of the first stage of the
MCMSM is as follows:
(3.30)
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The average number of trucks in the inspection system ( Τ2S,MCMSM-MS of the second
stage of the MCMSM-MS is as follows:
(3.31)
The average additional trucks time in the inspection system ( Α ΤΤΤ2S,MCMSM-MS) of the
second stage of the MCMSM-MS is as follows:
(3.32)
The average number of trucks in the inspection system (Τ2S,MCMSM-MM) of the second
stage of MCMSM-MM is as follows:
(3.33)
The average truck turnaround time in the inspection system ( ATTT2,MCMSM-MM
	
) of the
second stage of the MCMSM-MM is as follows:
(3.34)
The MCMSM model can be analyzed as though each stage is independent from the
others. Therefore, the total truck turnaround times in the inspection system of a MCMSM-MS
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model and ATTTMCMSM-MM  of a MCMSM-MM model can be obtained by summing the times at






The queuing models presented in the previous chapter will be used to analyze and evaluate the
truck turnaround time at container seaport inspection stations. The rate of containers entering
into the inspection station is dependent on several variables including the season, year, level of
security, level of oil prices, market trends, weather, and political issues. The inspection rate is
dependent on the equipment technology, number of equipment, and level of security.
In this chapter, truck turnaround time at inspection stations will be analysed as a
function of the container arrival rate, inspection rate, usage of the Green Lane, and the level of
security. The objectives of this sensitivity analysis are to identify relationships between security
levels, inspection time and arrival rate, identifying the effectiveness of the inspection
equipment's utilization rate in reducing delay time, and analyzing the number of equipment and
delay time in terms of various layouts of the inspection station. This research does not use field
data of seaport container inspections due to security restrictions imposed by the CBP on




• First Come First Served Inspection;
• Container will go to empty inspection station if others are already occupied;
• In multiple channels, all inspection rates at the same stage are identical;
• All capacity at the system including between stage and stage is infinite;
• There is a 30 sec differential in inspection rates between each security level in the
first stage, and 1 min in the second stage; and
• The stochastic arrival process (birth) rate and inspection (death) rate of the system is
in steady state.
The probability distribution describing truck arrivals, inspection time, and the effect of
Green Lane Usage is summarized in the sensitivity analysis that follows.
4.2 Probability Distribution for Truck Arrivals
Previous research performed by Andrea et al. (2002) and Sgouris et al. (2003) used a
random arrival process to estimate the truck turnaround time at container pick-up yards and the
entrance gate at seaport terminals. This random arrival constitutes a Poisson distribution as
already stated in section 3.2.1.
Figure 4.1 shows the probability distribution for various truck arrival rates. It is assumed
that the number of arrivals is independent and identically distributed. For example, when the
arrival rate (AR) is 5 trucks/hr, the probability distribution peaks at approximately 0.18.
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The probability distribution of the interarrival time between container trucks follows an
exponential distribution which is determined as stated already in equation 3.2.
Figure 4.2 shows the probability distribution of the interarrival time between trucks for
the SMM Model. The distribution of truck interarrival times is exponential and it is shown for
four different into arrival times.
Figure 4.2 Probability Distribution for Interarrival Time of Truck Arrivals in SMM
model.
The inspection time refers to the length of time that a truck spends in the inspection
station. The inspection pattern can be described by the probability distribution, which governs
the number of inspections completed in a particular interval of time. The service time is
exponentially distributed with the rate μ and mean 11 μ . The inspection time will rely on the
following container and inspection characteristics: contents (e.g. iron, cotton, radioactive),
empty or full, type of inspection equipment (passive, active), non-C-TPAT, and CSI container
(risky containers). The inspection time for individual containers does not affect the inspection
time for other containers.
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4.3 Security Levels and Average Inspection Time
There are five security levels in the United States including severe, high, elevated, guarded, and
low. Each security level has its own color and impact on security measurements. These levels
and their corresponding colors are shown in Table 4.1
Table 4.1 Security Levels in the United States
Level of Security Color Behavior
Severe (SSL) Red Severe Risk of Terrorist Attacks
High (HSL) Orange High Risk of Terrorist Attacks
Elevated (ESL) Yellow Significant Risk of Terrorist Attacks
Guarded (GSL) Blue General Risk of Terrorist Attacks
Low (LSL) Green Low Risk of Terrorist Attacks
Source: Department of Homeland Security (2006)
Based on whether the inspection system is a passive or active depends on the type of
equipment, the average time taken to inspect a container. Table 4.2 shows the average time to
inspect a container when a low level of security (LSL) is in effect for a variety of equipment
used for inspection.
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Table 4.2 Average Time to Inspect a Container Under Low Security Level (LSL
Average Time to Inspect in Low Security Level (LSL)
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Source: Roundtree (2005)
At the first stage of an inspection station at a seaport terminal, radiation detection is
used. Using this equipment, an inspection of a container may take between 30 to 60 sec. This
average inspection time is used as the basic inspection time under a low level of security. X-ray
and Gamma ray equipment are used at the second stage to screen for explosives, stolen
materials, people, and drugs. This equipment requires between 2-5 min to inspect a container.
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Regarding inspection rate, Bjorkholm (2003) stated that about 20 containers per hour can be
processed using in gamma ray systems, and 30 to 50 containers per hour can be inspected in the
high energy X-ray screening.
4.4 Inspection Time and Rate
The exponential distribution is the only continuous distribution having a memoryless property.
It can be assumed that the inspection pattern can be described by the probability distribution
used to describe the number of inspections completed in a particular interval of time. The
service time is exponentially distributed with rate μ and mean 1 / μ .
The research shows the inspection rate under a low security level is between 30 and 60
seconds a passive inspection system. No data is available on how this inspection rate increases
as the security level increases. In this research, it is assumed that there is a 30 second increase
in the inspection rate as the security level increases by one level. Therefore, for a "Guarded"
security level, which is one security level above a low security level, the inspection rate is
assumed to be 30 seconds higher than the low security level or between 60 and 90 seconds. Α
60 second increment between security levels is used for active systems. The inspection time is
assumed to change with the level of security because inspection processes are divided by two
processes such as a manual process and an inspection equipment process. The manual process
has two sub-processes including the document process and opening the container. Therefore, it
is considered that even if the inspection time for the equipment does not change, the inspection
time for manual inspections should change as the security level increase. Therefore, the total
inspection time should change as the security level increase because the operator's judgment
and decision affects the final decision and has an impact on the inspection time. Table 4.3
shows the inspection rates using these assumptions.
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As the inspection rate increases, it is more likely to miss containers with problems. The
rate of not detecting a security breach, or a container with dangerous or hazardous materials,
increases as the rate of inspection increases. Conversely, low inspection rates reduce the
potential to miss containers with problems because the detection rate increases as the time to
inspect increases. Therefore, the inspection rate needs to be considered in terms of delay time.
Table 4.3 Average Inspection Time by Security Level
Passive System Active System
Level of Security Average Time to Inspect
1 Low (LSL) 30-60 sec 2-5 min
2 Guarded (GSL) 60-90 sec 3-6 min
3 Elevated (ESL) 90120 sec 4-7 min
4 High (HSL) 120150 sec 5-8 min
5 Severe (SSL) 150180 sec 6-9 min
4.5 Equipment Factor and Inspection Rate
Advancing technology and the efficient use of inspection equipment allows inspection rates to
be increased at all levels of security. Lockheed Martin and General Electric (GE) developed and
produced inspection equipment including a Radioactive Portal Monitor and X-ray/Gamma-ray
inspection equipment. The companies continue to develop advanced technologies and effective
inspection systems that may reduce delay time at the inspection station. These advanced
technologies may increase the inspection rates in time. Figure 4.3 shows what would happen to
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the inspection rate at a passive systems, if the equipment were capable to perform inspections
1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8 and 2.0 times faster than the existing equipment.
Figure 4.3 Incremental Inspection Rate for Passive Systems
Figure 4.4 shows the increase in the number of trucks inspected per hour. Its existing
inspection rate was to increase by a factor ranging from 1.2 to 2.0.
Figure 4.4 Incremental Inspection Rate to Active Systems
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4.6 Effectiveness of Installing Additional Inspection Equipment
This sensitivity analysis investigated how one additional inspection equipment affects the
inspection system. Figures 4.5 show the total number of trucks and average truck time in the
system for X-ray and Gamma-ray inspection equipment under a M/M/ 1 and a M/M/c system.
The Figures show that if the trucks' arrival rate is 25 (trucks/hr), a total of 5 trucks will be in
the system with one server, while only 1 truck will be in the system with two servers. It will
take approximately 12 minutes for the truck to clear the system with one server, and less than 3
minutes with two servers under an inspection rate of 25 trucks/hr.
Figure 4.5 Compare M/M/1 to Μ/Μ/2 system.
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Table 4.4 contains all measures of effectiveness generated by the queuing models when there is
one and two servers in the system and the arrival and service rates are 2 trucks/mm and 3
trucks/mm respectively. The improvements generated by the addition at on server are
considerable.
Table 4.4 Comparison of a M/Μ/1 and M/M/2 system at Single Stage (if λ =2 trucks/min and
μ =3 trucks/min)
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When the utilization rate is close to 1, there is a more dramatic impact from the addition
of one inspection equipment as shown Table 4.5. Therefore, if the arrival rate is λ =1 truck/min,
and the average service time is μ =1.01 truck/min in the M/M/1 system, the utilization rate is
p = 0.99, and Lq = Wq = 99.01. The average number of trucks (Lq,M/M/1) and waiting time in
the queue (ATTTq,M/M/1) are equal because λ =1 as derived by equations 4.1 and 4.2 below:




After setting up another inspection station in the system, the average number of trucks
( Lq M / M / 2 ) and waiting time in the queue ( ΑTTTq,Μ/Μ/2 ) are just 0.32 trucks and 0.32 minutes,
respectively. According to Equations 4.3 and 4.4.
(4.3)
(4.4)
Therefore, the Lq,M/M/1 of the Μ/Μ/1 model is almost 308 times the Lq,M/M/2 of the
Μ/Μ/2 model. CBP officers need to consider this effectiveness when a decision for additional
inspection equipment in the seaport terminal is made. Shipping companies, terminal operators,
and supply chain managers should also be aware of the delay time reductions additional
inspection equipment can generate.
4.7 Effectiveness of Equipment's Utilization
The utilization (p) rate is equal to the arrival rate (λ) over the inspection rate (μ ). The
inspection equipment utilization at each stage will affect the truck turnaround time in the
system and can impact the number of inspection stations needed at the terminal. Figure 4.6
shows the average truck turnaround time as the utilization rate increases. As the utilization rate
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in the inspection system approaches 1, a small increase in the number of arriving trucks can
result in a big change in the average truck turnaround time (ATTT).
Figure 4.6 Average Truck Turnaround Time by Utilization Rate
In a passive system, if the utilization rate of an inspection equipment is under 0.9, the
average truck inspection time will be less than 10 min. If the utilization rate is greater than 1,
the workload of the inspection equipment will increase infinitely and the average truck
turnaround time will also become infinite. CBP and/or seaport terminal operators should not
allow the utilization rate of the inspection equipment to get close to 1 to prevent serious delays
at the inspection station.
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Figure 4.7 shows the average truck turnaround time for different numbers of equipment,
arrival and inspection rates. The figure can be used assess how combination of different number
of inspection equipment and inspection rates affect truck processing times. For example, the
combination of c=2 and IR=120 keeps the truck time in the system to less than 10 minutes with
an arrival rate more than 10 times that of the combination of c=1 and IR=30.
Figure 4.7 Average truck turnaround time and number of equipment.
In addition, two Radioactive Portal Monitors with IR=120 can inspect twice the number
of container trucks than one equipment and still maintain an average truck inspection time
within 10 minutes. Three X-ray and Gamma-ray inspection equipment with IR=30 can inspect
three times the number of container trucks that one equipment can and keep the average by
truck inspection time within 10 minutes.
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4.8 Relationship Between Arrival Rate and Green Lane Usage Rate
Commissioner Bonner (2005) stated that the Green lane is an advanced CBP policy that would
mean immediately release, without inspection, for trusted shippers that adopt the highest levels
of security controls by C-TPAT. The Green Lane processes trucks outside of the inspection
system, thereby removing trucks from the arrivals at the inspection station resulting in a lower
truck arrival rate, as shown in Figure 4.8. The impact of the Green Lane usage on the arrival
rate is shown graphically Figure 4.8 and 4.9.
Figure 4.9 Arrival Rate for Green Lane Usage Rate
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4.9 Average Additional Truck Turnaround Time in the SMM System
The average truck inspection time for a variety of the inspection rates (IR) using the SMM
model is shown in Figure 4.10. This Figure can be used as a guide to determine what delays are
should expect for a given truck volume to be inspected (AR) when the inspection rate has a
given volume as determined by the security level and capability of the equipment.
Figure 4.10. Average Truck Turnaround Time in SMM System
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4.10 Number of Trucks in SCMSM System
The total number of trucks for the variety of arrival rate (AR) and inspection rate (IR) at each
stage, in the system for the SCMSM model is shown in Figure 4.11.
Figure 4.11. Total Number of Trucks at the SCMSM system.
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At the SCMSM model, the total number of trucks in the system is very dependent on the
inspection rate of the second stage. Lee (2006) stated that the average waiting time and the
number of customers will increase significantly if the utilization rate approaches 1 in the M/M/1
and M/M/c models. Therefore, if the utilization rate is close to 1 (heavy traffic), small increases
in the arrival rate (or small decreases in the inspection rate) will result in an extraordinary
increment of average waiting time and number of customers in the system. This situation will
happen not only in the M/Μ/1 and M/Mic systems, but also in all other queuing systems.
4.11 Sensitivity Analysis of Inspection Rates
Changes in the Security Level of the Nation, issued by the Department of Homeland Security,
will affect the inspection rate of containers entering the United States. Inspection time intervals
may be fixed or weighted. Fixed inspection time intervals mean that there is fixed increment in
the inspection rate as the security level increases. For example, at a "Guarded" security level,
the inspection rate is 30 seconds higher than the inspection rate at a low security level. The
inspection rate is also 30 seconds higher for the next higher or "Elevated" security level. A 60
second increment between security levels is used for active inspection systems.
When using weighted inspection time intervals, in addition to the fixed time interval, an
increment is added, which is equal to an additional time multiplied by the numerical difference
between the prevailing security level and the low security level. For example for an elevated
security level (3) and an incremental time of 10 seconds the additional weighted time to be
added to the fixed time will be 10 (3-1) = 20 seconds.
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Figure 4.12 shows the impact that various security levels have on the system's
throughput for various weighted time intervals.
Figure 4.12 The Sensitivity Analysis of Inspection Rates with Fixed Time Interval
Figure 4.13 shows the assumed inspection time interval between security levels as a
weighted time interval of 5 sec, 10 sec, and 15 sec. The Figure demonstrates that the higher the
weighted inspection time is the lower trucks can be inspected, resulting in high delay at the
inspection station.
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Figure 4.13 The sensitivity analysis of inspection rates with weighted time interval.
4.12 Average Truck Turnaround Time in SCMSM
The arrival rate (AR) and inspection rate (IR) at each stage determine the average
additional truck turnaround time (ATTT) at the inspection station which is shown in Figure
4.14: In this case, the average truck turnaround time in SCMSM is directly affected by the
second stage where there is only one inspection equipment screening trucks at a low rate.
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Figure 4.14 Average truck turnaround time in SCMSM.
4.13 Total Number of Trucks in the MCMSM system
The total number of trucks in the MCMSM-MS system for a variety of arrival rates (AR) and
inspection rates (IR) is shown in Figure 4.15.
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Figure 4.15 Total number of trucks at the MCMSM-MS system.
The total number of trucks in the MCMSM-MM system for a variety of arrival rates
(AR) and inspection rates (IR) is shown in Figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.16. Total number of trucks at the MCMSM-MM system.
4.14 Average Truck Turnaround Time at the MCMSM system
The average truck turnaround time (ATTT) at the inspection stations of the MCMSM-
MM model is shown in Figure 4.17 for a variety of arrival rates (AR) and inspection rates (IR)
at each stage. In this system, if heavy delays occur due to a high utilization rate in the first
and/or second stage, there are some methods for decreasing the delay including higher Green
Lane usage, setting additional inspection equipment (or mobile equipment) and improving the
inspection technologies.
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Figure 4.17 Average truck turnaround time in MCMSM-MM.
In the sensitivity analysis performed, it was assumed that the number of trucks arriving
at the inspection station follows a Poisson distribution, and that the inspection time is
exponentially distributed and depends on the container contents, whether the container is empty
or full, the type of inspection equipment used, and whether the container is non-C-TPAT or CSI
container. This sensitivity analysis assumed that there is a 30 second and 1 minute increase in
the inspection rate at the first and second stages respectively as the security level increases by
one level. The use of new technologies and other active inspection systems may allow the
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inspection rate to increase as much as, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, and 2.0 times the existing inspection
rate. More efficient inspection technologies will allow a higher number of containers to be
inspected at all security levels. If the utilization rate in the inspection system is close to 1, a
small increase in the number of arriving trucks or a small reduction in inspection rate (IR) can
produce a big change in the average truck turnaround time. The higher inspection time needed
as the security level is revised allows less trucks to be inspected, and result in high delays. The
average truck turnaround time in the SCMSM model is directly affected by the second stage
because there is only one inspection equipment screening trucks. When the utilization rate is
close to 1 for the M/M/1 system, setting up one additional inspection equipment and making the
system M/M/2 results in a Lq,M/M/2 number of trucks in the queue, which is almost 308 times




Bjorkholm (2003) stated that a layered inspection system combines two or more technologies
serially including a radiation portal monitor, X-ray/Gamma-ray imaging, and hand inspection to
attempt to achieve a better result than would be possible using either one alone. Customs
Boarder and Protection (CBP, 2002) declared that a "security inspection," at a minimum,
includes an inspection of a container using a radiation detector and large scale x-ray or gamma
ray inspection systems. If there are irregularities in the image, or the container is so densely
packed that the image is not clear, the containers require a hand-search in which the container is
opened and its contents removed and examined which is estimated to occur for approximately 5
percent of the containers coming from imaging inspection (Schiesel, 2003, and Krikorian,
2004). This is a time-consuming process involving as long as four hours using 15 to 20
inspectors (Bowser and Husemann, 2004) or three days using five agents (Johnson, 2004). This
research does not consider hand inspection because the volume of hand-inspected containers is
too low and the processing time is too long. Furthermore, the hand inspection times are very
dependent on the number and technical expertise of the inspectors. This research conducted on
a radiation portal monitor at a first stage and X-ray/Gamma-ray imaging at the second stage.
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5.2 Reasonable Delay Time to be a Constraint
The Customs Border Protection (CBP) has the responsibility of managing the number of
inspection lanes that need to be opened at all ports in the United States. Table 5.1 shows the
inspection lanes and estimated delay times by the CBP for commercial vehicles in the queue at
the primary inspection equipment at ports in the United States. Table 5.1 shows each port's
name and the inspection working hours in the left column. Also indicated is the maximum
number of available lanes (equipment) which the CBP may use. Furthermore, the average delay
time and the number of lanes open on an basis is reported.





























































































































































































































Source: U.S Customs Border Protection (2007)
Figure 5.1 was generated using the information of Table 5.1 and shows the relationship between
the delay time and the number of inspection lanes for various times. In the Figure, Max means
maximum number of available inspection equipment. The number in parenthesis next to the
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time is the number of inspection lanes. The relationship between delay time and number of
lanes for the ports Derby Line, Detroit, Sumas, and Brownsville are shown.
Figure 5.1 Delay Time and Number of Inspection Lanes
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Figure 5.1 Delay Time and Number of Inspection Lanes (Cont.)
Figure 5.1 shows that the number of inspection lanes is adjusted during the day to keep
the delay and between 5 and 15 minutes. It is assumed that CBP officials have determined that a
reasonable delay time is in the range of 5 to 15 minutes. Therefore, this research is considering
a time of approximately 10 min as the maximum tolerable delay, and this time is used to
determine the required number of inspection equipment.
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5.3 Case Studies
In this case study, the minimum number of inspection equipment required to keep delays below
a specified delay time is obtained. The number of inspection equipment depends on the arrival
rate, inspection rate, Green Lane usage rate, layout, and security level. The number of
equipment can be obtained by using the queuing theory formulation as previously described.
The assumptions for the case studies are shown in Table 5.2 and include a 100 trucks/hr
arrival rate (AR), 120 trucks/hr inspection rate at the first stage consisting of a radiation
detector, 30 trucks/hr inspection rate at the second stage consisting of a X-ray/Gamma Ray,
25% of the arrivals use the Green Lane, the security level is Guarded, and there is a 10 sec fixed
differential between levels of security.
Table 5.2 Case Studies Assumptions
Arrival Rate (AR) 100 (trucks/hr)
Inspection Rate at First Stage of Radiation Detector 120 (trucks/hr)
Inspection Rate at Second Stage of X-ray/Gamma Ray 30 (trucks/hr)
Green Lane Usage Rate (GR) 25% of AR
Inspection rate between security levels 10 sec fixed differential
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Under the conditions of Table 5.1, the question to be answered for the first case study is how
many radiation detectors and X-ray/Gamma ray equipment are needed to be installed to
maintain less than 15 min at delay time in the system. When the security level is guarded.
The Green Lane usage rate is 25% of the current arrival rate of 100 trucks/hr, or 25 trucks/hr.
The arrival rate at the inspection system can then be obtained as 100 trucks/hr minus 25
trucks/hr or 75 trucks/hr, The average IR under a Guarded Level of Security with a 10 sec
differential between security levels is 90 trucks/hr at the first stage and 27 trucks/hr at the
second stage. The utilization rate at the first stage(ρls = λ / μ1) is then determined to be 0.833.
At the second stage, the utilization rate needs to be less than 1 to obtain an integer
number of inspection equipment and maintain a stable system. Lee (2006) stated that in a
single M/M/1 Model (SMM) and a multiple M/M/c Model (MMM), to obtain an integer
number of equipment, the utilization rate (p = λ / cμ) of the equipment has to be less than 1. In
other words, the average arrival rate coming into the system during a time interval should be
less than average service rate inspecting containers during the same time interval. If the
utilization rate is greater than 1, the working load of the inspection equipment, and the number
of containers in the system will increase unlimitedly become infinite.
Therefore, cgs
 =1 and 2 are not acceptable because the utilization rate becomes greater
than 1 and results in an unstable system, and only c gs
 =3,4,  and 5 were considered. As a first
step, if cgs
 =3,  the utilization rate at the second stage is 0.903.
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Having a SMM model at the first stage, and a MMM model at the second stage requires
the computation of delays for the MCMSM-SM model.
Additional truck turnaround time at first stage inspection station is:
And, the additional truck turnaround time at second stage inspection station is:
Therefore, 0.067 hours at the first stage plus 0.180 hours at the second stage result in a
total delay of 0.247 hours, which is a 14.82 minutes. This satisfies the a constraint of less than
15 minutes of additional truck turnaround time at the inspection station in the port. In this case,
as a minimum, one equipment is needed at the first stage and three equipment at the second
stage to maintain a less than 15 min delay the system.
As a second case, assume that the US department of Homeland Security declared a high
level of security. The question to be answered is how many inspection equipment is needed to
maintain less than 10 min delay time. A weighted time of 10 sec between levels of security is
assumed in this case. The following describes the solution to this question.
The arrival rate is 75 trucks/hr and the average IR under the current High Level of
Security with 10 sec differential between security levels is 40 trucks/hr at the first stage and 20
trucks/hr at the second stage based on section 4.11.
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The utilization rate at both the first and second stages needs to be less than 1 to maintain a
stable system
the utilization rate is greater than 1. The only cases to be considered are cis =2 and 3. If c1s =2,
the utilization rate at the second stage is 0.938 and 0.625 when c is =3.
At the second stage, cgs =1, 2 and 3 are not acceptable. The only cases to be considered
are cgs =4 and 5. If c2 =4, the utilization rate at second stage is 0.938 and 0.750 when c 	 5 .
When a MMM is considered at both the first and second stages the formulations of the
MCMSM-MM model need to be used.
The additional truck turnaround time at the first stage inspection station is:
The additional truck turnaround time at the second stage inspection station is:
The results are summarized in Table 5.3. The total delay is 0.048 (at first stage) + 0.094
(at second stage) = 0.142 hr (total) or 8.52 min (total). In this case, three equipment are used at
the first stage and five equipment at the second stage to maintain a less than 10 minute delay
time.
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Table 5.3 Result of Number of Inspection Equipment
First Stage Second Stage
Number of Equipment 2 3 4 5
Utilization Rate 0.938 0.625 0.938 0.750
Delay Time (hr) 0.271 0.048 0.303 0.094
CHAPTER 6
PROCEDURE FOR INDENTIFYING INSPECTION NEEDS
The goal of this dissertation is to obtain the minimal number of inspection equipment
needed to keep the a queue delay time to an acceptable level (10 to 15 minutes). The procedure
used to accomplish this goal is.
Step 1. Determine the actual arrival rate coming into the inspection station denoted by λ
(containers/hr) and the inspection rate μ (containers/hr).
λ = Λ — γ 	 (6.1)
where, λ = actual arrival rate coming into the first stage (containers/hr)
Λ = total container arrival rate (containers/hr)
y = usage rate of Green Lane (containers/hr)
and,
(6.2)
where, μ = actual inspection rate (containers/hr)
els = equipment factor at first stage, s = security factor (1 to 5),
t fis = fixed time interval between level of security, and
tw2s = weighted time interval between level of security.
Step 2. Given the actual arrival rate (λ) and the inspection rate (μ ), determine the offered rate
or utilization rate if there is only one inspection equipment (a = λ / μ) at the first stage and the
offered rate (a2 = λ  / μ25) at the second stage including λ, λ , μandμ2s . The offered rate is
defined as the utilization rate with one inspection equipment only. The actual arrival rate ( Α25 )
coming into the second stage is:
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s =λ*θ 	 (6.3)
where, λ2s = arrival rate coming into second stage (containers/hr), and
Θ = specific percentage going from the first stage to the second stage (containers/hr)
and, the actual inspection rate at the second stage ( μ2s ) is.
^u2s = f (e2s , S, lug and t f2s (or tW2s ))	 (6.4)
where, μ2s = actual inspection rate at second stage (containers/hr)
e2s = equipment factor at second stage, s = security factor,
t f2s = fixed time interval between level of security at second stage, and
tw2s = weighted time interval between level of security at second stage.
Step 3. From step 1 and step 2, obtain the minimal number of inspection equipment at each
stage by using the offered rate and including the actual arrival rate and inspection rate into the
formulation of the delay time and the number of container trucks in a single M/M/1 model
(SMM) or multiple M/M/c model to keep the delay below a specified maximum level.
Step 4. Obtain the best layout and inspection station model among Single Channel and
Multiple Stages (SCMSM), Multiple Channel and Multiple Stage - Single and Multiple
(MCMSMMM), Multiple Channel and Multiple Stage — Multiple and Single (MCMSM-MS),
Multiple Channel and Multiple Stage — Multiple and Multiple (MCMSM-MM) are found. Best
layout means the layout out of the six models with the minimal number of inspection equipment.
The flow diagram of this procedure is shown in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1 Flow Diagram: Procedure for Identifying Inspection Needs.
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Top of Figure 6.1 shows the inputs to the process, which include actual arrival rate (λ) (the
total arrival rate minus the Green Lane usage rate) the actual inspection rate (μ ), which
depends on the type of equipment used, the level of security, and whether fixed or weighted
time interval is used between security levels. The actual arrival rate over the inspection rate
becomes the offered rate (OR). If the offered rate (OR) is greater than 1, the use of a multiple
M/M/c model (ΜΜΜ) is required. If the offered rate (OR) is less than 1, or single M/!vL/1
model (SMM) will be used.
After determining the number of inspection equipment and using either the SMM or
ΜΜΜ model at first stage, the percentage ( 8 ) of containers to be inspected at the second stage
is used to determine the actual arrival rate at that stage. The equipment factor for Χ-
ray/Gamma-ray inspection equipment, security factor, and fixed and/or weighted time interval
are used to determine the actual arrival rate (λ ) and inspection rate (μ2s ) at the Second Stage.
If there is a SMM at the first stage, the procedure follows the left hand side at the second stage
in Figure 6.1. If there is a MMM at the first stage, the procedure follows the right hand side. If
the offered rate (OR) at the second stage is greater than 1, the ΜΜΜ formulation will be used
to obtain the minimum number of inspection equipment needed at the Second Stage. If the
offered rate is less than 1, the SMM formulation will be used.
The bottom at Figure 6.1 shows the final procedure for determining the best layout and
model including SCMSM (if there are SMM models used at both first and second stages),
MCMSM-Single and Multiple (if there is a SMM model at the first stage and a ΜΜΜ model at
the second stage), MCMSM-Multiple and Single (if ΜΜΜ is used at the first stage and SMM
at the second stage), and MCMSM-Multiple and Multiple (if ΜΜΜ is used at both stages).
Best layout means the layout out of the minimal number of inspection equipment.
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6.1 Best Layout and Models
Best layout means the layout out of the six models with the minimal number of inspection
equipment. The methodology presented in the flow chart of Figure 6.1 can be used to determine
the minimum number of inspection equipment needed to maintain delay to an acceptable level.
Assume that the inspection rates are 120 trucks/hr at the first stage, 30 trucks/hr at the second
stage. Ten percent of the containers passing the first stage proceed to the second stage, and the
maximum acceptable delay is 10 min. The methodology can be used to generate, the results
contained in Table 6.1. As the anival rate increases, so does the offered rate and the associated
delay. As the system becomes increasingly loaded, there is a need for adding inspection
equipment both at the first and second stages.
The best layout for the inspection station in this case is a SCMSM system when the
offered rate is less than 0.94 (first stage) and 0.38 (second stage), a MCMSM-MS system when
the offered rate is between 0.95 and 1.81 (first stage) and 0.38 and 0.72 (second stage), and a
MCMSM-MM system when the offered rate is more than 2.00 (first stage) and 0.8 (second
stage).
The Table 6.2 shows similar results when the inspection rate is 90 trucks/hr at the first
stage and 12 trucks/hr at the second stage. Since the inspection rates are lower, as expected, the
switching to a higher capacity model (SCMSM to MCMSM-MS and MCMSM-.MS to
MCMSM-MM) takes plane now at lower offered rates than it did in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1 Best Layout and Models with IR=120, 30
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Table 6.2 Best Layout and Models with 1R90, 12
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6.2 Best Model for Delay Time
The results of Table 6.1, are shown graphically in the second part of Figure 6.2, where the
applicable models are indicated as a function of the offered rate at the first stage. The remaining
three sections of the figure reproduce the results when the maximum acceptable delay is 5, 15
and 20 minute.
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Figure 6.2 Best Layout for Delay Time, if IR=120 (1 st
 stage) and 1R=30 (2 1 d stage), 10%
inspection at second stage.
The first point of Figure 6.2 shows that if the tolerable delay is 5 min, the best layout of the
inspection station is SCMSM up to an offered rate of 0.9, MCMSM-MS for an offered rate
between 0.91 and 1.5 and MCMSM-MM when the offered rate is greater than 1.5. As expected,




After September 11, 2001, special attention has been given to vulnerability of containers to
terrorist activities. This fact necessitated installation of inspection station at seaport container
terminals. This practice resulted in additional truck turnaround time at the terminals.
In this study, queuing models are used to analyze the truck turnaround time at inspection
stations. Six base models were developed and used including a single Μ/M/1 model (SMM), a
multiple M/Mic model (MMM), a single channel with multiple stages model (SCMSM), and
three multiple channels and multiple stages models (MCMSM) for predicting the additional
truck turnaround time and determine the number of inspection equipment needed.
As a result of the analysis of the additional truck turnaround time (ATTT) at seaport
inspection stations, the following conclusions and recommendations can be drawn and made.
* The average additional delay time in the inspection station is very dependent
inspection rate of the lower stage.
* If utilization rate of the equipment is close to 1, a small increase in the arrival rate (or
a small decrease in the inspection rate) will allow the delay time at the inspection equipment to
increase dramatically.
* Increasing the Green Lane usage (GR) rate will decrease the arrival rate, and
improvement the inspection equipment efficiency.
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* The higher weighted inspection time based on raising security level allows less
number of trucks to be inspected, which will derive high delay in the inspection station.
* Α procedure for identifying inspection needs was used to obtain minimum number of
inspection equipment needed to keep the total delay is the inspection system at acceptable
levels.
U.S Coast Guard, homeland security, CBP, seaport terminal officers, truck and marine
carriers and international freight shippers may use the results at this dissertation to design
terminal security inspection systems in a way that does not generate excessive delays due to
inspections
The models at this dissertation can be used for analyzing the additional truck turnaround
time (ATTT) at seaport terminals not only in the United States, but in other foreign terminals as
well. However, in this cases, the models will have to be adjusted properly considering the
specific parameters associated with security levels, inspection equipment and number of stages
etc that may be applicable in a particular location.
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